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ABSTRACT

This research presents a value quantification model for multi-stage product development
Process (PDP) using lean value principles. The PDP stages considered in this research include
conceptual development, systems design, detailed design and prototyping stages. The value at any
of the PDP stages is formulated as a function of six factors: (a) importance of customer
requirements, (b) cost of customer’s ownership, (c) parts/service availability, (d) weighted
average cost of capital, (e) information evolution, and (f) risk reduction. Factors (a)-(d) are
adequately addressed in the literature. This study focuses on information evolution and risk
reduction factors. These two factors are defined by a set of value attributes including
performance, risk, schedule, cost, form, fit, function, and timeliness.
The efficacy of the proposed value quantification model is demonstrated using a case
example of a Detonator Disposal (DD) robot family. The proposed model determines an optimal
solution for each of the design variables to maximize the overall value of the PDP.
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OMECLATURE

Decision Variables

C
X mk

Binary variable for selecting the concept m for Detonator Disposal (DD) robot variant k

X Ojlk

Binary variable for selecting the alternative mechanism l for function j of the DD robot variant k

X nCOM

Binary variable for standardizing component n in the DD robot family

X nMod

Binary variable for customizing component n in the DD robot family

ot
X Pr
jk

Binary variable indicating if function j is prototyped for DD robot variant k

PM
X pk

Binary variable indicating if prototyping method p is selected for variant k,
j=1,2

Derived Variables

VAi

Total value added at PDP stage i

VAi1

Total value added for DD robot variant #1 at PDP stage i

VAi2

Total value added for DD robot variant #2 at PDP stage i

Sets

COMP

Set of all components of DD robot family =
{sprinkler, GPS, motor, shaft, wires, hose, encoder, detonator_handler, movement_component,
electric_module, drive_component, visual_component, processor, shield, heat_sinker,
sound_damper, sealing, covert}

FCOMP

Set of all fixed components of DD robot family =
{sprinkler, GPS, motor, shaft, wires, hose, encoder}

VCOMP

Set of all variable components of DD robot family =
{detonator_handler, movement_component, electric_module, drive_component,
visual_component, processor, shield, heat_sinker, sound_damper, sealing, covert}

xi
F

Set of all functions of the DD robot family =
{Detonator Handling function, Conveyance function, Power function, Main Drive function,
Attachment Mechanism function, Visual Sensor function, Processor function, Shielding
function, Heat Sink function, Sound Damper function, Sealing function, Covert function}
Set of alternatives/mechanisms/components for achieving function j for the DD robot, j F

Oj

Coefficients and constants

K1i

Information evolution coefficient for PDP stage i (for piece-wise quadratic model)

K 2i

Risk reduction coefficient for PDP stage i (for piece-wise quadratic model)

K1i'

Information evolution coefficient for PDP stage i (for linear model)

K 2i'

Risk reduction coefficient for PDP stage i (for linear model)

K 3i'

Information evolution coefficient for PDP stage i (for linear model)

K 4i'

Risk reduction coefficient for PDP stage i (for linear model)

Wi

Weighted average cost of capital for PDP stage i

Ci

Capital employed at PDP stage i

CWi

Cost of ownership of PDP stage i

a1i

Information factor for performance at a PDP stage i

a2i

Information coefficient for information retained at PDP stage i

a3i

Information coefficient for time spent reformatting the information at PDP stage i

a4i

Information coefficient for fit at PDP stage i

a5i

Information coefficient for complexity of information at PDP stage i

a6i

Information coefficient time spent handling the information at PDP stage i

b1i

Risk coefficient for failure measure at PDP stage i

b2i

Risk coefficient for iterations at PDP stage i

b3i

Risk coefficient for development time at PDP stage i

b4i

Risk coefficient for development cost at PDP stage i

b5i

Risk coefficient for timeliness at PDP stage i

b6i

Risk coefficient for access at PDP stage i

xii

b7i

Availability coefficient for development time at PDP stage i

'P

Lower bound on the number of functions to be showcased in the prototype of the DD robot
variant k

1. ITRODUCTIO
Womack and Jones (1996) defined lean enterprise as “a group of separate individuals,
functions, or organizations that operate as one entity.” Lean enterprise thinking can be viewed as
an extension of lean manufacturing thinking which involves synergistic and mutually supporting
techniques and activities that focuses on reducing wastes and creating value for all the operations
of an enterprise such as design, manufacturing, supply chain, financial services, etc.
Many organizations that pursue lean principles by solely focusing on the manufacturing
domain have either not been able to reap the benefits of lean at a strategic level or have realized
the benefits very late (Maskell and Baggaley, 2006). The importance of Product Development
Process (PDP) to an enterprise’s operation is highly critical. Nearly, 75% of manufacturing costs
are committed during the PDP and it may be responsible for a major part of company revenues
(Ulman, 1992). Adopting lean principles in the PDP can potentially help to attain competitive
pricing, higher revenues, and faster time-to-market. However, in order to obtain these benefits,
lean thinking must be extended beyond the shop floor level to other domains such as the product
development processes.
Among the five principles of lean thinking that includes specification of value,
identification of value stream, ensuring flow, maintaining pull, and pursuing perfection proposed

by Womack and Jones (1996), the first principle to specify value of the system is extremely
critical. However, while adopting the lean principles, it is hard to track lean transformations in
terms of the usual business parameters such as performance, cost, and profit. The benefits of lean
may not impact these parameters in the beginning. Companies solely measuring the efficacy of
lean principles in terms of these parameters may make misleading conclusions (Maskell and
Baggaley, 2006). Since lean thinking primarily focuses on value addition metrics, value can be
used to track lean transformation. The underlying quest for measuring value is one of the
important issues faced by many enterprises.
This research quantifies value while implementing lean enterprise solutions to the
product development domain. The goal of this research is to develop a value model that can be
used to track value addition at different PDP stages. This research uses the value attributes
proposed by Chase (2000) to measure the impact of decisions taken on the value addition. This
research captures the value added at different PDP stages using two lean parameters viz.,
information evolution factor and risk reduction factor. These parameters are dependent on the
value attributes that are determined by the decisions taken at different PDP stages.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Specifying value for lean thinking implementation is a topic of intense discussion.
Womack and Jones (1990, 1996) defined it as “a capability provided to a customer at the right
time at an appropriate price, as defined in each case by the customer.” Though lean thinking

emphasizes value creation, it is perceived as waste reduction in many scenarios (Schonberger,
1982; Womack and Jones 1996; Haque, 2003).
Baines et al. (2006) conducted a literature survey of white collar lean tasks to investigate
unanswered issues related to lean product development. They found out that earlier research
regarding lean thinking stressed more on ‘waste reduction’ whereas contemporary research
studies perceive it as a ‘value creating’ process. It was also proposed that despite the questionable
extent to which lean can be applied to product design and development, the applicability of lean
thinking is not questionable anymore. However, a transformation in the definition of value is
needed since the definition of value in PDP differs from typical manufacturing activities. Toyota
uses the principles of lean thinking in PDP (Womack and Jones, 1996). For example, PDP is
executed using concepts such as set-based concurrent engineering with minimum design
constraints and parallel inspection of different subsystems.
Karlsson and Ahlstrom (1996) revealed some hindering and supporting factors while
applying lean principles in the PDP. It is evident from their work that “early supplier
involvement, concurrent engineering, cross-functional teaming with heavy weight team structure,
prioritizing visions and objectives more than the detailed specification in a project, etc.” form the

basis of achieving lean PDP. They compared traditional PDP with lean PDP in relation to the
team structure, overlapping status of phases, integration versus coordination of different
functions, functional team structure using four projects from different companies. Karlsson and
Ahlstrom (1996) advocated employing concurrent engineering and overlapped execution of
phases during PDP. Their study mainly concentrated on time and people coherence using crossfunctional teaming.
Browning (2000) defined value in terms of product performance, price and production
time. Chase (2000) proposed that the usual definitions of value do not provide the necessary
precision when applied to identifying the root causes of the waste in most PDP processes. Instead
of visualizing valued addition and waste reduction as different lean activities, Chase (2000) stated
that value in the PDP process can be changed by adding or deleting PDP activities. Chase (2000)
suggested that PDP processes be mapped with two types of waste being labeled either as valueadding, necessary waste (type 1 Muda) or unnecessary waste (type 2 Muda). Consequently, it was
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proposed that any process generating necessary waste should be made more efficient to minimize
this type of necessary waste rather than eliminating it. Amidst all, it was also pointed out that the
usual definitions of value did not provide the necessary precision when applied to identifying the
root causes of the waste that is present in most PDP processes. Therefore, Chase (2000) proposed
the value attributes for PDP activities such as performance, risk, schedule, cost, form, fit, function
and timeliness. Chase (2000), however, did not consider the customer satisfaction-in-transit at

each of the PDP stages. Ballard (2001) pointed out the implications of process/design iterations.
The work of Ballard (2001) advocated that the deferred commitment of set based design is a
strategy for avoiding premature decisions and generating greater value in design. Krishnan et al.
(1999) pointed out risk in overlapping tasks. Jogelekar et al. (2001) modeled the performance
penalty in parallel execution of activities. An immediate work following their research can be
incorporating these risk aspects in lean parlance.
Javier and Alarcon (2002) studied lean principles for a construction project. They
addressed lean design as a set of three different models viz., conversion, flow, and value. They
proposed a parallel definition of Conceptualization of engineering, Main principles, Methods and
practices, Practical contribution and suggested a name for practical application of view. Similar

to Browning (2000) and Chase (2000), Haque (2003) proposed that engineers need to move from
a production focus, in which the primary aim is waste reduction, to one of identifying and
enhancing value. Later, Haque and James-Moore (2004) recommended using systems for
controlling documents, central databases, knowledge-based systems, project management
systems, CAD/CAM/CAE/PDM systems, and Web-based data-sharing and communication tools
can all be used to facilitate lean implementation. Liker (2005) emphasized organizational
behavioral level value creation using Concurrent Engineering as a lean tool.
Amidst the qualitative parts of value definition, the critical issue remains that value
quantification. Browning (2000) gave a basic quantification of value as a ratio of differential
benefits to differential costs. The benefits were measured in terms of performance, whereas, the
costs were scaled as a product of cost and schedule. Slack (1999) systematically derived an
intuitive quantification model for value as a function of need for product, ability of product to
satisfy customer need, availability of product to the customer and the cost of ownership. One

premise while modeling value completely from customers’ perspective is a critical question about
ignoring business stakeholders’ value. The business stakeholder’s perspective is responsible for
bringing capital to pursue a PDP exercise. Higgins (1998) proposed ‘economic value added’ from
business stakeholders’ point of view. Slack (1999) discussed the relation between customers’ and
business stakeholders’ point of view at a qualitative level.
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3. PROBLEM DEFIITIO
3.1. BACKGROUD
The main goal of this research is to develop a value model that can help track, measure
and maximize value added and aid in the PDP decision making. A quantification model to
measure and maximize the value added can help the firms to track the benefits of lean thinking in
terms of value addition. A value model based on research literature and the concepts of value
attributes (including performance, schedule, risk, cost, form, fit, function and timeliness proposed
by Chase (2000)) has been developed in this study. The value model at a macroscopic level is
shown in Figure 1. The extended value attributes used in this study for PDP are shown in Table 1.

As shown in Figure 1, specific decisions taken at a given PDP stage yield a
specific set of value attributes that are represented through lean factors, namely,
information evolution and risk reduction factors. The two lean parameters are used to
model ‘value’ by considering the business stakeholder’s value as well.
The value attributes for PDP are adopted from Chase (2000). As shown in Table 1, the
value attributes are divided into the following categories: performance, risk, schedule, cost, form,
fit, function and timeliness. Each of these categories has different metrics associated with it. For

example, referring to Table 1, one can see that form is measured by the metrics information
retained and time spent formatting data. The proposed value model uses this notion of value

attributes to address the lateral and longitudinal value dynamics in a PDP. The longitudinal value
dynamics refers to the value flow along the different stages of product development, whereas, the
lateral value dynamics refers to the value flow across different product variants at a given PDP
stage. Figure 2 describes the proposed concept in a pictorial manner.
As depicted in Figure 2, the value model can distinguish, quantitatively, value addition to
the different product variants in product family as well as the value added at different stages of
product development via the lean PDP parameters (information evolution and risk reduction
factors). As mentioned above, these two factors are determined by the magnitudes of the value
attributes which are dependent on the design decisions that are made at a given PDP stage. For
example, at conceptual development stage, a given concept selection decision will have a specific
values of value attributes like form, fit, schedule, etc. that determine the values of information
evolution and risk reduction factors.
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3.2. MATHEMATICAL MODELIG
The basic definition of value is given by equation (1) as shown below.

∆Value =

∆Benefits
(Browning, 2000)
∆Costs

(1)

One of the main objectives of the PDP is to produce an acceptable product that conforms
to the customer requirements. For a typical PDP, Browning (2000) defined value in terms of
product performance, cost, and schedule as given by equation (2).

∆Value =

∆Performance
∆Cost.∆Schedule

(2)

Slack (1999) defined value in terms of need of the product or service, ability to satisfy
customer need and cost of product or service. Mathematically, the value as defined by Slack
(1999) is shown in equation (3).

Value =

Where:

' x Ax f (t )
C

(3)

' = the need for the product or service
A = the ability of the product or service to satisfy the customer need
C = The cost of ownership which is a function of product and service attributes

as well as the efficiency of the PDP
f(t) = the availability of the product or service to the customer

While discussing this model, Slack (1999) advocated that f(t) should provide the dependency for
the timing of the product or the service. However, they did not define this parameter.
In the literature on measuring value in PDP, Chase (2000) proposed to capture several
product design, schedule and other parameters to measure value. These parameters are the
aforementioned ‘value attributes’. Value attributes defined in terms of performance, risk,
schedule, form, fit, function and timeliness, encompass different metrics as shown in Table 1.

Refer to Table 1. All metrics for the value attribute ‘schedule’ and the metric predicted
future iterations for ‘risk’ appear as the close determinants of the availability f(t) as defined by
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Slack (1999). Using these factors from the literature, we model the availability function f(t) as
follows:

f (t ) = b3' / (t s + tc + ti + td )i f

(4)

As shown in equation (4), f(t) is modeled as an inverse function of set up time ( ts ), cycle time
( tc ), integration time ( ti ), dissemination time ( td ) and predicted future number of iterations ( i f ).
This is intuitive as lesser development time should imply a faster availability and, hence a larger
value of f(t).
Referring to the available literature on product development (Mistree, 1990; Krishnan et
al., 1999; Browning (2000); Chase, 2000; Jogelekar et al., 2001), one can infer that the most
generic tasks in PDP deal with the refinement of information pertaining to the product and risk
reduction in product realization. Different researchers deal with these two notions in different
ways using different terminologies. For instance, Mistree et al. (1990) discussed PDP in terms of
design knowledge and design freedom; Krishnan et al. (1999) proposed information evolution;
Browning (2000) defined risk reduction in terms of schedule and cost; Chase (2000) proposed
several factors related with information evolution and risk reduction in PDP via their value
attributes; and Jogelekar et al. (2001) discussed risk in terms of performance penalty in
constrained PDP with deadlines.
This research work uses two lean product development factors, namely, information
evolution factor (I), and risk reduction factor (R) to quantify ‘A’ in equation (3). As shown in
Table 1, the value attributes including performance, form, fit and function directly measure the
information evolution factor, whereas, the risk reduction factor is measured through risk,
schedule, cost, and timeliness. This research models the two lean PDP factors, viz., information

evolution factor and risk reduction factor as a linear function of the corresponding value
attributes. Mathematically, the two factors can be represented by equation (5) and equation (6),
respectively.

I= a1(pm+ po)+a2ir+a3itf+a4(in+id)+a5ic+ a6ith
R=b1(rs+ro)+b2if+b3(ts+tc+tn+td)+b4(co+cv+ct+cfd+cfm+cfo+cfs+cfr)+b5(tfa+tla)+b6ta

(5)
(6)

The coefficients a1 through a6 and b1 through b6 along with their definitions and units are given in
Table 2.
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The ability of the product or service to satisfy customer needs, A can be aptly measured in terms
of the information evolution factor, I and the risk reduction factor, R (Mistree, 1990; Krishnan et
al., 1999; Browning (2000); Chase, 2000; Jogelekar et al., 2001). This research models A as the

function of I and R. That is,

A=f(I, R)

(7)

Donovan et al. (1998) emphasized that the management processes should be developed to
ensure simultaneous optimization of the investor and the customer. Higgins (1998) defined value
from the business stakeholder point of view using an Economic Value Model (EVA) given by
equation (8).

EVA = OI – Kw*C

(8)

Where:
OI = Operating income
Kw = Weighted average cost of capital
C = Capital employed by the firm (creditors and investors)

In order to propose a realistic value model, this research employs both the customers’
values and the business stakeholders’ value. The element of business stakeholders’ value in the
proposed value model is incorporated by visualizing the fact that the ability of the product or
service to satisfy the customer need, A, cannot be achieved unless some capital is employed by
the firm. Thus, one can add a constant parameter Kw (weighted average cost of capital in PDP) to
equation (7). Thus, equation (7) transforms to equation (9) as shown below.

A=f(I, R, Kw)

(9)

It is to be noted that the variables in the value model are information evolution and risk
reduction which are at the disposal of product development team. The capital, Kw, is regarded as
a constant parameter. Alternatively, one could also visualize the determinants of the operating
income, OI, in PDP in terms of the information evolution factor and the risk reduction factor.
Mistree et al. (1990) alternatively suggested the following flow for information evolution and risk
reduction parameters for any PDP.
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1.

There is a decreasing influence relation of information evolution with value
addition along the PDP stages (from upstream to downstream).

2.

There is an increasing influence relation of risk reduction with value addition
along the PDP stages (from upstream to downstream).
This research proposes following relationship between A, I and R.
∆ value = f (I2), for upstream stages

•

= f (I), downstream stages

∆ value = f (R),

•

= f (R2),

(11)

for upstream stages
for downstream stages

(12)

This is also in coherence with the fact that the upstream stages in the PDP such as the
conceptual development have significantly larger information evolution, whereas, the
downstream stages such as prototyping work more on risk reduction. Having piecewise quadratic
and linear functions as shown in equations (11) and (12) can help to capture the typical flow of I
and R in the PDP. Alternatively, one can model A just as linear function of I and R but that may
need having different gradients (coefficients) for upstream and downstream stages of PDP.
Combining equations (3), (4), (9), (11) and (12), the value can be modeled as follows.
VA= [{(K1 I2+K2R)'-KC}{b3’/ (ts+ tc+ ti+ td)if }]/C0 , for upstream stages

(13a)
2

’

VA = [{(K1 I+K2R )'-KC)}{b3 /(ts+ tc+ tn+ td)if}]/C0, for downstream stages

(13b)
Alternatively, one can also model value as
VA=[{(K1’I+K2’R)'-KC}{b3’/ (ts+ tc+ ti+ td)if }]/C0 ,

for upstream stages

(14a)
’

’

’

VA = [{(K3 I+K4 R)'-KC}{b3 /(ts+ tc+ tn+ td)if }]/C0, for downstream stages

(14b)
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where:
C0 = Cost of ownership which is a function of the product and service attributes as

well the efficiency of the PDP
K = Weighted average cost of capital
C = Capital employed by the firm
K1, K3 = Information evolution coefficients
K2, K4 = Risk reduction coefficients

This research develops a value maximization model with four stages including
conceptual development stage, systems design stage, detailed design stage and prototyping stage
to determine the optimal decisions at each of these stages so as to maximize the overall value
added to the PDP. Mathematically, the value maximization model can be formulated as follows

Maximize

i =4

Total value = ∑ VAi
i =1

(15)

Where:
VAi = [{(K1 Ii2+K2Ri)'i-KiCi}{b3i’/(tsi+ tci+ tni+ tdi+ tti)ifi} /C0i, for i=1,2

(15a)

VAi = [{(K1 I+K2Ri2)'i-KiCi}{b3i’/(tsi+ tci+ tni+ tdi+ tti)ifi}]/C0i, for i=3,4

(15b)

I= a1i (pmi+ poi)+a2iiri+a3iitfi+a4i(ini+idi)+a5iici+ a6iithi

(15c)

R=b1i(rsi+roi)+b2iifi+b3i(tsi+tci+tni+tdi)+b4i(coi+cvi+cti+cfdi+cfmi+cfoi+cfsi+cfri)+b5i (tfai+tlai)+b6itai

(15d)
Subject to

PDP Stage 1: Conceptual Development Constraints
1,
C
=
X mk
 0,

if concept m is selected for DD variant k
Otherwise

∀m = 1,2,3...,10; k = 1,2

(16)

10

∑X
m =1

C
mk

= 1,

∀k = 1,2

(17)
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PDP Stage 2: Systems Design Constraints
1, if option l is selected for function j for variant k
X Ojlk = 
, ∀j ∈ F ,l ∈ O j ,k = 1,2
0,
otherwise

10

∑X

= 1,

O
jlk

∀j ∈ F , k = 1,2

(18)

(19)

l ∈O j

PDP Stage 3: Detailed Design Constraints

1,
X nCOM = 
0,
1,
X nMod = 
 0,
X nMod + X nCOM = 1,

if component j is commonalized
otherwise

,

if component j is differentiated
,
otherwise

∀n ∈ VCOMP
∀n ∈ VCOMP

∀n ∈ VCOMP

(20)

(21)
(22)

PDP Stage 4: Prototyping Constraints

' P ≤ ∑ X jkPr ot ,

∀K=1,2

(23)

j∈F

1,
PM
=
X pk
 0,

if prototyping method p is selected
,
otherwise

∀k = 1,2

(24)

p=2

∑X

PM
pk

= 1,

∀k = 1,2

(25)

p =1

Equation 15 shows the objective function which is the sum of the value added at the four
stages of the PDP. The constraints for each of the four stages of PDP (conceptual development
constraints, systems design constraints, detailed design constraints and prototyping constraints)
are given by the equations (16) through (25). Equation (16) represents the binary conceptual
development constraints for the selection of a basic concept for each of the two robot variants.
Equation (17) reveals the fact that only one basic concept idea is selected for each of the product
variants. Equation (18) represents binary decision variable constraints at the systems design stage
to indicate which component/part or mechanism is actually selected to achieve that function.
Equation (19) is used to indicate the fact that one and only one interface or mechanism or part is
selected to meet a function. Equations (20) and (21) denote the binary variables for either making
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a part or mechanism chosen at the systems design state, common or differentiated amongst the
product variants. Equation (22) depicts the fact that the components which are not differentiated
must be made common across the two product variants. Equation (23) portrays the prototyping
constraints that define the upper bound on the number of functions that are to be demonstrated by
the prototype. Equation (24) stands for the binary decision variable constraints to select a function
of the DD robot to be showcased in the prototype. Equation (25) represents the fact that either
alpha or beta prototyping method is selected for any of the DD robot variants.
As discussed while deriving the expression for ‘value’, the practical dynamics of
information evolution and risk reduction across the different stages of PDP are taken into account
by modeling value as piece-wise quadratic functions (equation 13) or linear functions (equation
14) of information evolution factor and risk reduction factor. The aforementioned value
maximization model can be formulated alternatively by modeling value as linear functions of I
and R. This can be done by replacing equations 15 (a) and 15 (b) by equations 14 (a) and 14 (b),
respectively. The validity of the assumptions, “value is piecewise quadratic model of I and R or
“value is a linear function of I and R” can best be determined empirically. So, an alternative
formulation for the value maximization model with a linear objective function is presented in this
study.
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4. A CASE STUDY
The proposed research uses a Detonator Disposal (DD) robot family with two DD robot
variants (variant 1 and variant 2) to test the efficacy of the model. DD robots are employed to
dispose detonators using remote operations without harming a human being. The case example is
based on the survey responses from the team-members of a DD robot development project team
at the Missouri University of Science & Technology. Section 4.1 describes the activities,
decisions, inputs and results obtained for the case study example using a piecewise quadratic
value model.

4.1. COCEPTUAL DEVELOPMET
4.1.1. Decisions at Conceptual Development Stage. Conceptual development stage
starts with the listing of the needs specifications. The performance specifications for the robot
variants 1 and 2 are different. Since multiple options are available for meeting the robot
requirements, many basic concepts are feasible for each of the robot variants. For the case study,
a total of ten basic concepts are generated from which a concept must be selected for each of the
two DD robot variants. That is, the decision to be taken at the conceptual development stage is
the selection of one concept from among the 10 concepts for each of the DD robot variants.

4.1.2. Input at Conceptual Development Stage. Each concept selection decision from
among the 10 concepts carry a given set of value attributes with numerical values for metrics for
performance, schedule, risk, form, fit, function and timeliness. These numerical values are
determined by the design activities from the customer requirement analysis through concept
selection. A given concept selection will then have a given set of value attributes and, numerical
values of information evolution and risk reduction factors. The inputs to the value model in terms
of the numerical values for each of the value attribute associated with each of the ten concepts for
DD robot variants 1 and 2 are shown in Table 3 and Table 4, respectively.
Refer to Table 3. It can be seen that for different concepts have different values of the
value attributes. For example, concept 1 has an overall risk of 13.61% whereas concept 2 has an
overall risk of 10.09%.

4.1.3. Results at Conceptual Development Stage. The input data for the entire PDP
case study for the DD robot family was fed to a piecewise quadratic model and solved using the
premium excel solver software. The optimal concepts selected for DD robot variant #1 and DD
robot variant #2 are concept #3 and concept # 2, respectively. Value addition (measured using-
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value model (VM units)) through the concept selection for DD robot variant #1 and DD robot
variant #2 are 1007.71 VM units and 855.50 VM units, respectively.
Referring to Table 3 and 4, one can see that the selection of concept # 3 for DD robot
variant #1 attains a performance metric of 33.62 which is lower than a performance metric of
41.29 for the selected concept # 2 for DD robot variant #2. Also, the overall risk of concept 2 for
robot variant#1 is 19.84 which is higher than the overall risk of 5.61 of concept 3 for robot variant
#2. Despite the higher value addition for DD robot variant # 1 (compared to that for DD robot
variant # 2), it seems ironical that the DD robot variant # 1 has a lower performance metric and
higher magnitude of overall risk. However, a lower development cost of $1799.02 for variant #1
(as compared to $3634.69 for variant #2) and lower support, operations and retirement costs
$17595.8 (as compared to $19362.45 for variant#2) to be incurred in manufacturing, operations,
etc. is accountable for a higher value addition for DD robot variant #1.

4.2. SYSTEMS DESIG
4.2.1. Decisions at Systems Design Stage. At this stage, an exhaustive list of functions is
prepared including the basic functions from the conceptual development stage along with
alternatives for mechanisms/interfaces to achieve them. Thus, there are many options available
for each function. One option needs to be chosen for each one function to realize the system
integration of the DD robot. Alternative mechanisms available for achieving the functions of DD
robots are given in Table 5. Refer to Table 5. The detonator handling function can either be
attained through a connector, magnet, vacuum, etc. Similar options exist for other functions and
are used as decision variables at this stage of the PDP. Thus, the decision making at systems
design stage involves the selection of an optimal mechanism or alternative for each of the
functions of the DD robot variants 1 and 2.

4.2.2. Input at Systems Design Stage. The selection of mechanism or alternative for
each function of the DD robot has a given set of value attributes with a fixed numerical value for
each of the metrics of performance, schedule, risk, form, fit, function and timeliness. These
numerical values are determined by the design activities and feasibility studies of those
alternatives. For example, the inputs to the value model in terms of the numerical values for each
of the value attributes associated with each of the alternatives or mechanisms for carrying out the
“detonator handling” function corresponding to DD robot variant # 1 and DD robot variant # 2
are shown in Table 6 and 7, respectively. Refer to Table 7. The detonator handling can be attained
by selecting any of mechanisms like vacuum, net, connector with arm, etc. Each alternative has a
set of numerical values for the value attributes.
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4.2.3. Results at Systems Design Stage. The input data for the entire PDP case study for
the DD robot family was fed to the piecewise quadratic model and solved using a the premium
excel solver software. The optimal mechanism selection for each of the functions for DD robot
variant # 1 and DD robot variant # 2 are shown in Table 8. Refer to Table 8. The mechanisms for
the attainment of functions for the two DD robot variants are same except for the conveyance and
main drive functions. These results from the implementation of value model for the case study are
in coherence with the typical practices of the PDP involving standardization and customization.
However, standardization (commonalization) or customization (differentiation) of a mechanism
or alternative is dealt separately at the detailed design stage in the value maximization model
because it can alter the decisions at the systems design stage owing to the consideration of
product architecture at the detailed design stage.
The value added in the systems design of DD robot variant #1 and DD robot variant # 2
are 8526.24 VM units and 8258.88 VM units, respectively. A large difference between the
magnitude of value added at conceptual development and systems design stage is observed. The
increase in value addition at the systems design stage can be attributed to the fact that systems
design stage brings more product realization through its concrete decisions (by considering the
functions realization through a system integration concepts) as compared to abstract decisions at
the conceptual development stage.

4.3. DETAILED DESIG
4.3.1. Decisions at Detailed Design Stage. At the detailed design stage, the decisions
regarding the product architecture for DD robot family are taken. They include typical variables
like which parts, components or interfaces are to be made common between the DD robot
variants 1 and 2. The components to attain the functions mentioned in the systems design stage
belong to the set of variable components (VCOMP). There are few fixed components which are
already standardized that belong to a set of fixed components (FCOMP). Thus, the decision
making at detailed design stage involves optimal standardization (commonalization) or
customization (differentiation) of the variable components of the DD robot variant #1 and DD
robot variant # 2.

4.3.2. Input at Detailed Design Stage. The standardization and customization decisions
are complementary to each other. That is, if a variable component is standardized, then and it
cannot be customized and vice-versa. Each of the component standardization decisions for the 12
variable components has a given set of value attributes with a numerical value for each of the
metrics of performance, schedule, risk, form, fit, function and timeliness. A given standardization
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decision will then have a given set of value attributes and, hence, a given numerical value of
information evolution and risk reduction parameters. The inputs to the value model in terms of
numerical values of each of the value attribute metrics associated with each of 12 variable
component standardization decisions for DD robot variant # 1 and DD robot variant # 2 are
shown in Table 9 and Table 10 (b), respectively. As shown in the Table 9, standardizing and
customizing a given component will have different values of cycle time, cost, and number of
design iterations.

4.3.3. Results at Detailed Design Stage. The input data for the entire case study for the
DD robot family was fed to the model and solved using the premium excel solver software. The
optimal standardization decisions call for standardization of the binding or detonator handling
component, conveyance component, power component, visual sensor component, shielding
component, heat sink component, and sealing component. One can see that the differentiated
detonator handling component at the systems design stage is recommended for standardization at
the detailed design stage, whereas, the differentiation decision of the main drive components from
the systems design stage remains intact at detailed design stage. However, the detailed design
stage does not recommend standardization of components for attachment mechanism, processor,
sound damper, and covert mechanism. This means that these components might be differentiated
based on product architecture consideration of spatial and generational variety of the product
family (Martin and Ishii, 2000). These research issues are a part of this study but may be
addressed by extension of the value maximization model to include continuous variables and
constraints for generational and spatial varieties for the DD robot family.
The design activities at the detailed design stage add 335.39 VM units for each of the two
DD robot variants. The value additions for the two variants are same because the detailed design
stage recommends the decisions for the entire product family rather than for individual product
variants.

4.4. PROTOTYPIG
4.4.1. Decisions at Prototyping Stage. Once the architecture of the DD robot family is
ready, it needs to be prototyped and tested. However, one needs to determine the functions of the
DD robot variant # 1 and DD robot variant # 2 that must be showcased in the prototype. The
prototyping can be done in two main methods, viz., alpha or beta prototyping. So, the decision at
hand is to find out whether a beta prototyping is should be selected or not. Thus, the decision
involves finding out whether a beta prototyping method is selected or alpha prototyping method.
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Thus, the decisions at prototyping stage include the selection of functions to showcase in the
prototypes of the two DD robot variants and the selection of the prototyping method.

4.4.2. Input at Prototyping Stage. Each of the decisions to select a function out of 12
functions to showcase in the prototype of a DD variant and corresponding decision to select the
prototyping method has a given set of value attributes with a fixed numerical value for each of the
metrics of performance, schedule, risk, form, fit, function and timeliness. These numerical values
are determined by the development activities including material preparation, parameter setting,
etc. Therefore, a given prototyping decision will then have a given set of value attributes. The
inputs to the value model in terms of numerical values for each of the value attributes associated
with each of the 12 functions to be showcased and the two prototyping method selection
decisions for the DD robot variant # 1 and DD robot variant # 2 are shown in Table 11 and 12,
respectively.

4.4.3. Results at Prototyping Stage. The input data for the entire case study for the DD
robot family was fed to the model and solved using the premium excel solver software. The
optimal functions selected to be showcased in the prototype for the two DD robot variants are
shown in Table 13. Refer to Table 13. All the 8 functions showcased in the prototype for the two
DD robot variants are the same. The value added in the prototyping of DD robot variant # 1 and
DD robot variant # 2 are 1027.83 VM units and 1208.32 VM units, respectively. It can be seen
that the second largest value addition in the PDP is at the prototyping stage. Theoretically,
prototyping brings the product to a more concrete level as far as the realization of product
functions are concerned when compared to the conceptual development or the detailed design
stages.
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5. RESULTS AD DISCUSSIO
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the value can be quantified for a PDP by either using a
piecewise quadratic function or a linear function. The value maximization problem for the DD
robot family case example is solved using both the piecewise quadratic model and the linear
model to determine the relative validity of the two models.

5.1. PIECEWISE QUADRATIC VALUE MODEL
5.1.1. Parameters in Optimization for Quadratic Model. Since there are 10 basic
concepts at the conceptual development stage, there are 20 binary decision variables. At the
systems design stage, there are 95 binary variables and 12 constraints for each of the DD robot
variant # 1 and DD robot variant # 2. At the detailed design stage, there are 24 variables and one
constraint. At the prototyping stage, there are 24 variables in all. Based on the definition of the
case problem and the optimization model, there are 26 equality constraints and 5 inequality
constraints. The value of coefficients can be best obtained by either experimental calibration if
real world data is available or through predictive modeling to derive the relationships between the
lean PDP variables and the value attributes.

5.1.2. Results for Quadratic Value Model. The value maximization model using the
piecewise quadratic model is solved for the DD robot family using the risk solver excel platform
from Frontline Systems (using different engines including LP/Quadratic engine, GRG NonLinear engine, and Interval Global engine by assuming non-negativity constraints with ‘Tangent
Estimates’ , ‘Forward Derivatives’ and ‘Newton Search’). For checking whether the optimal
results obtained are global or not, the model is diagnosed using the risk solver platform. It is
observed that the value maximization model is a convex model. So, from the properties of a
convex function, the existence of a local optimal can affirm the local optimum to be a global one.
Therefore, the convergence trend for each of the aforementioned solution engines are studied and
plotted as shown in Figure 3.
One can see that each of the three solver engines converge at the best objective value of
21219.90 VM units. This means that this optimum is a local one. Based on the convexity
diagnosed by the solver, one can interpret that it is the global optimal solution.
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5.2. LIEAR VALUE MODEL
5.2.1. Parameters in Optimization for Linear Model. The number of variables and
constraints in the value maximization model using a linear value model are the same as the ones
used for solving the piecewise quadratic value model. However, owing to the linear dependence
of the lean parameters (information evolution and risk reduction) on the value attributes, the value
of coefficients are different from the piecewise quadratic value model.

5.2.2. Results for Linear Value Model. The value maximization model using the linear
model is solved for the PDP of a DD robot family using the risk solver excel platform from
Frontline Systems (using different engines including LP/Quadratic engine, GRG Non-Linear
engine and Interval Global engine by assuming non-negativity constraints with ‘Tangent
Estimates’ , ‘Forward Derivatives’ and ‘Newton Search’). For optimality, the model diagnosis is
performed using the risk solver platform. It is diagnosed that the value maximization model is
convex in nature.
The convergence trend for each of the aforementioned solution engines are studied and
plotted as shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4, it is apparent that each of the three solver engines
converges at the best objective value of 9127.34 VM units. This means that this is a local
optimum for the undertaken problem. Based on the convexity diagnosed by the solver, one can
interpret that it is the global optimal solution. The optimal value added as obtained in this case is
given in Table 14, whereas, the optimal decisions are shown in Table 14.
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6. COCLUSIOS AD FUTURE WORK

This research presents a quantification model for product development. The proposed
value model shows its ability to give optimal decisions at different stages of product development
processes. The results affirm many theoretical implications like larger value addition at the
systems design stage as compared to the conceptual development stage of PDP. As value for a
multi-stage PDP can be modeled by using either a piecewise quadratic value model or a linear
value model, two value maximization models (piecewise quadratic value model of a linear value
model) are solved independently to obtain the optimal solutions for a case example of a DD robot
family.
An immediate extension of this work can be done by making the value maximization
model more comprehensive by including continuous variables and constraints to capture the
implications of product architecture, coupling indices and generational variety issues. Other
future work may include extending the risk related value attributes by including performance
penalty in case of parallel execution of dependent processes, and form and fit extension by
including elements of knowledge management.
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Figure 1: An overview of the value model at macroscopic level
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Figure 2: The features and characteristics of the proposed value model
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Figure 3: The convergence trend using different solver engines for quadratic model
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Figure 4: The convergence trend using different solver engines for linear model
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Table 1: Value attributes for PDP
Type

Attribute

Symbol

Units

Performance

Performance metrics

pm

% increase of value due to task

Overall performance

po

Risk specification

rs

Overall risk

ro

Predicted future iterations

if

Number

Set up time

ts

Hours

Cycle time

tc

Hours

Integration time

ti

Hours

Dissemination time

td

Hours

Total time

tt

Hours

Fixed overhead cost

co

$

Variable cost

cv

$

Total cost

ct

$

Future cost-development

cfd

$

Future cost manufacture

cfm

$

Future cost-operation

cfo

$

Future cost-support

cfs

$

Future cost-retirement

cfr

$

Total future cost

cft

$

Information retained

ir

% of information captured

itf

Hours

Necessity of information

in

% of information actually used

Depth of information

id

% of information present that is needed

Complexity of information

ic

(1-10)

ith

Hours

Time before first access

tfa

Hours

Time before last access

tla

Hours

Times accessed

ta

#

Risk

Schedule

Cost

Form

Time spent reformatting
data
Fit

Function

Time spent handling the
information
Timeliness

% increase weighted to customer
requirement
% decrease of value due to task
% decrease weighted to customer
requirement
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Table 2: Definitions and units of the coefficients and derived variables in the value model
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Table 3: Input at the conceptual development stage of PDP of DD robot variant #1
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Table 3: Input at the conceptual development stage of PDP of DD robot variant #1 contd.
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Table 3: Input at the conceptual development stage of PDP of DD robot variant #1 contd.
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Table 4. : Input at the conceptual development stage of PDP of DD robot variant #2
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Table 4 : Input at the conceptual development stage of PDP of DD robot variant #2 contd.
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Table 4: Input at the conceptual development stage of PDP of DD robot variant #2 contd.
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Table 5: Exhaustive list of alternative mechanisms for each function of a DD robot
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Table 5: Exhaustive list of alternative mechanisms for each function of a DD robot contd.
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Table 6: Input to the systems design stage as per the detonator handling function in the PDP
of DD robot variant #1
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Table 6: Input to the systems design stage as per the detonator handling function in the PDP
of DD robot variant #1 contd.
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Table 7: Input to the systems design stage as per the detonator handling function in the PDP of
DD robot variant #2
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Table 7: Input to the systems design stage as per the detonator handling function in the PDP of
DD robot variant #2
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Table 8: Optimal alternatives/interfaces achieving the functions for the DD robot family
Stage

Decision Variable definition

DD robot 1

DD robot 2

Net

Arm with Grip

Sectionized

Sectionized

Conveyance

Conveyance

Power

Battery

Battery

Main Drive

Magnet

Propulsion

Clamps

Clamps

Infrared

Infrared

Embedded

Embedded

System

System

Shielding

Lead Plating

Lead Plating

Heat sink

Liquid Cooling

Liquid Cooling

Sound damper

Noise Controller

Noise Controller

Sealing

Jelly Barrier

Jelly Barrier

Covert

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

Detonator
handling
Conveyance

Systems
Design

Interface/part/mechanism selected for

Attachment

each function

Mechanism
Visual Sensor
Processor
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Table 9.: The inputs for the standardization of a component at Detailed Design Stage for the
PDP of DD robot variant#1
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Table 9: The inputs for the standardization of a component at Detailed Design Stage for the
PDP of DD robot variant#1 contd.
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Table 9: The inputs for the standardization of a component at Detailed Design Stage for the
PDP of DD robot variant#1 contd.
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Table 10: The inputs for the standardization of a component at Detailed Design Stage for the
PDP of DD robot variant#2
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Table 10: Table 10: The inputs for the standardization of a component at Detailed Design Stage
for the PDP of DD robot variant#2 contd.
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Table 10: Table 10: The inputs for the standardization of a component at Detailed Design Stage
for the PDP of DD robot variant#2 contd
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Table 11: Inputs for showcasing functions at the prototyping stage for the PDP for DD robot
variant #1
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Table 11: Inputs for showcasing functions at the prototyping stage for the PDP for DD robot
variant #1 contd.
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Table 12: Inputs for showcasing functions at the prototyping stage for the PDP for DD robot
variant #2
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Table 12: Inputs for showcasing functions at the prototyping stage for the PDP for DD robot
variant #2 contd.
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Table 12: Inputs for showcasing functions at the prototyping stage for the PDP for DD robot
variant #2 contd

Table 4.13: The optimal decisions for showcasing different functions in the prototype
PDP Stage

Decision Variable definition

Functions demonstrated
Prototyping

Prototyping category

DD robot 1

DD robot 2

Conveyance

Conveyance

Attachment Mechanism

Attachment Mechanism

Visual Sensor

Visual Sensor

Processor

Processor

Shielding

Shielding

Heat Sink

Heat Sink

Sound Damper

Sound Damper

Sealing

Sealing

Beta prototyping

Beta prototyping
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Table 14: Optimal Value added through piecewise linear value model in PDP
for DD robot family
PDP Stage

Value Added (Value Modeled Units)

DD robot A

DD robot B

Total value

Conceptual development

332.82

264.37

597.19

Systems Design

2849.92

2876.51

5726.43

537.91

537.91

1375.52

2310.80

Detailed Design
Prototyping
End-PDP value

935.27
9172.34
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Table 15 : Optimal Solutions through linear value model in PDP for DD robot family
PDP Stage

Decision Variable definition

DD robot 1

DD robot 2

Conceptual
development

Concept selected

Concept 7

Concept 2

Net

Arm with Grip

Sectionized

Sectionized

Conveyance

Conveyance

Power

Battery

Battery

Main Drive

Magnet

Propulsion

Clamps

Magnet

Infrared

Infrared

Embedded

Embedded

System

System

Shielding

Lead Plating

Lead Plating

Heat sink

Exhaust pipes

Exhaust pipes

Sound damper

Damper

Damper

Sealing

Jelly Barrier

Jelly Barrier

Covert

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi

Detonator
handling
Conveyance

Attachment
Systems Design

Interface/part/mechanism selected

Mechanism

for each function

Visual Sensor
Processor

Binding Component
Conveyance Component
Power Component
Detailed Design

Parts Standardized

Visual Sensor Component
Shielding Component
Heat Sink Component
Sealing Component
Conveyance
Main Drive
Attachment

Functions demonstrated
Prototyping

Prototyping category

Mechanism

Conveyance
Attachment
Mechanism
Visual Sensor

Visual Sensor

Processor

Shielding

Shielding

Heat Sink

Heat Sink

Sound Damper

Sound Damper

Sealing

Sealing

Beta prototyping

Beta prototyping
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